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Introduction
Two application domains that have recently gained prominence are Industry 4.0
and the Internet of Things (IoT). Important aspects of IoT-enabled systems in-
clude security, privacy, and dynamic architectures with ad-hoc communication.
The same is true also for Industry 4.0.

Internet of Things is a concept of network connection between simple everyday
objects. These objects are usually embedded with software and sensors. Data
from these sensors can be exchanged between various devices, which would help
to improve global efficiency, economy or even reduce the need for human operators
in certain fields. A simple example may be an electronic speed limit sign that
would receive information about ongoing events on the road and would variably
change the speed limit based on those events. This would reduce the chance of
car accident on the road because of unpredictable events such as animal passing
the road or sudden black ice.

Industry 4.0 is similar concept that makes use of IoT for data exchange in man-
ufacturing technologies. Industry 4.0 is commonly referred to as the fourth indus-
trial revolution (thus 4.0 ). There are four design principles in Industry 4.0 [1]:

- Interoperability: The ability of machines, devices, sensors, and people to
connect and communicate with each other via the Internet of Things (IoT)
or the Internet of People (IoP).

- Information transparency: The ability of information systems to create
a virtual copy of the physical world by enriching digital plant models with
sensor data. This requires the aggregation of raw sensor data to higher-
value context information.

- Technical assistance: First, the ability of assistance systems to support hu-
mans by aggregating and visualizing information comprehensively for mak-
ing informed decisions and solving urgent problems on short notice. Second,
the ability of cyber physical systems to physically support humans by con-
ducting a range of tasks that are unpleasant, too exhausting, or unsafe for
their human co-workers.

- Decentralized decisions: The ability of cyber physical systems to make deci-
sions on their own and to perform their tasks as autonomously as possible.
Only in the case of exceptions, interferences, or conflicting goals, are tasks
delegated to a higher level.

In both IoT and Industry 4.0 there are lot of devices connected to each other,
probably even with access to the internet. This is where privacy and security
plays a big role. In September and October of 2016, the most disruptive DDoS
attacks were performed by the Mirai malware, which took out computer security
journalist Brian Krebs’s web site, French web host OVH and DNS provider Dyn.
This rendered major sites unavailable to users in Europe and North America for
extended period of time (several hours during a day). The list of affected sites
include Amazon.com, BBC, CNN, GitHub, PayPal, Reddit, Twitter and many
others. The Mirai malware turned tens of thousands of devices running linux such
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as IP cameras, set-top boxes and even home routers into a remotely controlled
bots the hackers used to perform this large scale attack.

There exist multiple approaches to checking security, access control and pri-
vacy contracts. One approach that we focus on is to use runtime tracking of
special events with information flow analysis.

Goals Our goal was to design and implement a tool for checking privacy and
controlling access based on dynamic analysis. The tool can be instructed to check
information exchange between various components in an application and prohibit
communication that is forbidden based on user specification. User of the tool
should be able to add certain security or privacy tags to objects present in the ap-
plication’s memory and based on this tags either permit or prohibit interaction
between these objects. The working name of this tool is Glinior.

The key requirement on Glinior, imposed by its planned deployment within
the Trust 4.0 project1 is to be able to handle applications written in Java, running
on Windows and Unix operating systems.

Demo Here we present a “real life” example of how our tool is supposed to be
used. It is an example showing a factory with machines and employees working
with those machines. Each employee has a status, which tells how experienced
he is with machines. The goal of the example is to show how we can add con-
straints specifying that novices aren’t allowed to work with certain tools present
in the factory. The text in italics represents code that was added to take advan-
tage of Glinior.

1http://trust40.ipd.kit.edu/home
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1 class Factory
2 {
3 List<Machine> machines;
4 List<Person> employees;
5

6 native void disallow_access(Object source, Object target,
7 boolean as_method, String name);
8 native void set_tag(Object obj, String name, String value);
9 native String get_tag(Object source, String name);

10

11 public Factory()
12 {
13 machines = loadMachinesSpecs();
14 employees = loadEmployeesSpecs();
15

16 for (Person p : employees)
17 {
18 if (p.status == NOVICE)
19 set_tag(p, "experience", "1");
20 else if (p.status == INTERMEDIATE)
21 set_tag(p, "experience", "3");
22 else
23 set_tag(p, "experience", "5");
24 }
25 }
26

27 public void onArrival(Person p)
28 {
29 String val = get_tag(p, "experience");
30 if (Integer.parseInt(val) < 3)
31 disallow_access(p, machines.get_grinder(), true, "work");
32 }
33 }
34

35 class Person
36 {
37 int status;
38

39 public void work_with(Machine m)
40 {
41 m.turn_on();
42 // this will throw SecurityException if m is a grinder
43 // and status was novice, because call to this method
44 // was disallowed
45 m.work();
46 m.turn_off();
47 }
48 }

On lines 6–9, we are adding declarations of special methods that allows
the Java application to interact with the Glinior tool. Lines 16–24 adds tags
to employees, which are then used on lines 29–31 to define constraints on work
method on grinder machine. The disallow access method will not allow arrived
employee to work with the grinder unless he was assigned a tag experience with
high enough value. On line 45, the person is attempting to call the work method.
At this point Glinior checkes it the access is allowed and if not an exception
will be thrown. Further explanation of all concepts is provided in the following
chapters.
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The word Glinior is distortion of the word glinioř, which comes from the di-
alect used around Těš́ınsko (also Těš́ın Silesia or Cieszyn Silesia) region in south-
eastern Silesia in the Czech Republic. The dialect is called po našimu or po
naszymu and is mainly mix of Polish, Czech and German. Glinioř most likely
comes from the polish word gliniarz, which means cop. So the Glinior tool is a
cop that watches over classes to behave as they were instructed to.

Structure In Chapter 1 we describe technologies used to implement Glinior.
In the following Chapter 2 we take a look at what is required for the Glinior
to work, how are the described technologies used and what is the overall archi-
tecture used to implement Glinior. Chapters 3 and 4 describe implementation
details of main parts of the project. In Chapter 5, compilation and execution is
explained, as well as further explanation of the native API is present. Attach-
ment A.1 provides simple benchmark showing the difference between method
entry/exit events and generated calls to native methods simulating the same be-
haviour. The last Attachment A.2 displays the directory layout of this project
distribution.
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1. Backround
In this chapter, we describe various tools and technologies that we considered
when designing the architecture of Glinior.

1.1 Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic or runtime analysis is the analysis of software that is performed by
executing the program. It is in contrast to static analysis where only the source
code is analysed without input data. There are many uses of dynamic analysis,
including, but not limited to, memory error detections, code coverage analysis,
data race and deadlocks detection, etc.

Widely used (successful) examples of tools based on dynamic analysis in-
clude Valgrind1, AddressSanitizer2 and most performance analysis tools, such
as DTrace3 or Pin4

The principle of dynamic analysis is to execute the program with real data
and track occurrences of interesting events, such as method calls or memory allo-
cations. This can be achieved by different techniques, depending on the platform
of the program. Some of the techniques are described in following sections.

1.2 Byte-Code Instrumentation
Compilation of Java program produces byte-code. This is code that is not exe-
cutable on bare hardware, but is instead executed on virtual hardware — the Java
Virtual Machine. As opposed to compilation into native code, the byte-code pre-
serves certain level of abstraction, such as packages, classes, fields, methods, etc.
This enables usage of technique called byte-code instrumentation. This technique
revolves around modifying existing byte-code, without the need of the original
source code, in order to add, extend or remove functionality of the compiled Java
application. It is useful in cases where original source code is not available, for
example when also libraries have to be instrumented.

Bytecode instrumentation (BCI) can be done in two ways: offline or online.
For offline instrumentation, the class file on the disk containing the bytecode is
replaced with a modified class file. The JVM loading the class file directly loads
the modified file without knowing there ever was a different one. On the other
hand, online instrumentation usually happens at the time of loading the class by
the JVM. Common practice for online instrumentation is to have a JVMTI agent
that gets notified by the JVM about events regarding the loading of class files.
At that point, the agent will replace the original bytecode with modified one.
The JVM then parses this modified bytecode into its internal structures and uses
it as it was regular bytecode loaded directly without the instrumentation process.

1http://valgrind.org/
2https://github.com/google/sanitizers/wiki/AddressSanitizer
3http://dtrace.org/blogs/
4http://www.intel.com/software/pintool
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1.3 Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface
Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface (JVMTI) is a tool that allows external enti-
ties to inspect the state of the JVM, control the behaviour and be notified about
important events happening in the running application (such as method calls).
It is a part of most Java implementations.

Common use case of JVMTI is to have an Agent, which is a library written
in native language, such as C or C++, and load this Agent into the JVM during
early stages of the initialization of the JVM. The agent can request the JVM
to be notified about occurrences of certain events happening in the JVM (such
as class load, method entry, field modification, JVM death and others). It can
also control the behaviour of the application through functions (such as changing
value of a field, calling a method, . . . ). Here we provide a list of important events
available in the JVMTI:

- VM_INIT, which is generated when the JVM finishes with the startup phase
and enters the live phase, which that time point when it is safe to call any
JVMTI functions.

- VM_DEATH, which is generated when the JVM terminates.

- CLASS_FILE_LOAD_HOOK is triggered when the JVM obtains class data, but
before it constructs class file in memory. This is the place, where the agent
intercepts this loading process, if needed, and interchanges class data with
instrumented bytecode.

- CLASS_PREPARE will occur once JVM completes the loading process of a sin-
gle class file, but before any code from this class was executed.

- FIELD_ACCESS is an event that happens when an object in a running Java
application accesses (reads from) a field for which a field access watch-point
is registered.

- FIELD_MODIFICATION event is generated when an object in a running Java
application modifies (writes to) a field for which a field modification watch-
point is registered.

- METHOD_ENTRY is generated when method is called, after parameters are
passed to the function, but before the first instruction of the method.

1.4 Java Native Interface
Java Native Interface (JNI) is a programming interface that allows Java program
running in the JVM to interoperate with applications and libraries (written typ-
ically in C or C++). The Java application can declare native methods (using
the keyword native) without body that represents functions implemented in na-
tive code. Native functions are searched in dynamic libraries that were loaded
into the JVM, usually at the startup or by the call to System.load.

It provides various functions allowing the native code to call user defined
functions in Java directly, prematurely return from a method, allocate a memory
and construct an instance of class and others.
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The JNI API is often used in combination with a JVMTI agent, because it
allows the Java program to give control to the agent at any point by executing
the native method and even pass arguments to the agent.

Here is the example of declaring and invoking native method.

// C dynamic library
JNIEXPORT jint JNICALL
Java_pkg_Program_low_level_method(jint value)
{

return process(value);
}

// Java program
package pkg;
class Program
{

native int low_level_method(int value);

public static void main(String[] args)
{

System.load("path/to/compiled/library");

int val = low_level_method(5);
// calls Java_pkg_Program_low_level_method
// from C dynamic library.

}
}
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2. Analysis and Design
In this chapter, we present the analysis of requirements on the features of Glin-
ior as well as its design and implementation. One on the features of Glinior
is to have mechanism to manage tags and manage allowance or disallowance of
accesses between various components. This has a form of native API, backed
up by the JNI tool. Other features include not very large performance overhead
on running Java application as well as means of altering communications between
objects from Java Class Library. In order to fulfil these features, Glinior has
to have means of altering the behaviour of the JVM. The tool used for that is
JVMTI, which was described in Section 1.3. In order to thwart communication
between various components in running Java application, based on user defined
rules, it is necessary to have an option to intercept method call. JVMTI supports
this via the METHOD ENTRY event, but states following in the documentation [2]:

Enabling method entry or exit events will significantly degrade per-
formance on many platforms and is thus not advised for performance
critical usage (such as profiling). Bytecode instrumentation should be
used in these cases.

Also, JVMTI doesn’t provide any mechanism to control, which set of methods
should trigger these events. It can only be turned on or off globally. It seems
unnecessary to be informed about every method call, when only few of them
might be really important.

There are several libraries that supports bytecode generation and manipula-
tion. One of the widely used libraries is ASM1, which is written in Java. And
since the agent is developed in native language (C++), the instrumentation has
to be delegated to different process. The class being loaded (in form of class data
bytecode) has to be transferred from the agent to Instrumentation server (BCI
server). It is not possible to use memory sharing between processes (provided by
the OS; mmap alternative to POSIX function, CreateFileMapping on Windows),
because Java doesn’t support it. Another option would be to save the loaded
bytecode back to file, let the BCI server to modify the contents and read the
modified file back. The implementation of this mechanism would be cumber-
some, for number of reasons. One of them might be the need for standardized
(between agent and BCI server) file name and synchronization over this file. The
user would also have to provide a directory with write access rights and enough
disk space. A solution that is more flexible, uses network communication, in form
of OS sockets on agent side and Java sockets on BCI side.

Another option would be to use some other existing dynamic analysis frame-
work, such as DiSL2 or RoadRunner3. However, the use of such tools are in some
way limited. For example, DiSL doesn’t provide support for instrumentation of
native calls, and RoadRunner lacks of support for method argument information.
For Glinior to work correctly, neither of those two features are required, how-
ever, it might be required in the future. For this reason, the ASM tool, which is
very low level, was used.

1https://asm.ow2.io/
2https://disl.ow2.org/
3http://dept.cs.williams.edu/˜freund/rr/
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At very late point in the development of Glinior, we discovered the JNIF4

library. This library is similarly as powerful as ASM, but it is written in C++ and
thus could be used directly from the agent. This would make a huge improvement
in performance, since there would be no longer a need for the BCI server with
network I/O. We did not use the library, because we discovered it quite late, when
the BCI server with network communication and instrumentation via ASM was
already implemented.

Now we show the overall architecture of Glinior:

Instrumentation

JVMTI
Agent 

Network I/O

JVM
Startup Phase 

Java Class Library  Java Application 

JVM
Live Phase 

BCI
Server 

Config
File

Init App Events

Class Loading

Event Handlers
Access Controller
Tags Manager 

Process Handle
Connection

Instr. delegation 

OnLoad Process
Configuration Parser

Figure 2.1: Architecture Overview

User starts the Java application with our agent, which has a form of a dynamic
library that exports various methods that can be accessed from Java program via
native methods. Upon starting the Java process, one of agent’s native methods —
Agent_OnLoad — is called. This method creates glinior::agent instance, which
represents the agent in the JVM. The agent initializes all the required mechanisms
based on information specified on the command line as well as in the configuration
file. The agent then registers events with JVMTI with specific handlers. Here is
a table of registered events and their purpose:

4http://sape.inf.usi.ch/jnif
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Event Purpose

VM INIT Enable triggering of instrumented method hooks.
VM DEATH Properly shutdown the BCI server.

CLASS FILE LOAD HOOK Intercept the class loading process, if needed, and pass class data
to BCI server over the network. The BCI handles the instrumentation
of such class file and returns it back to the agent. The agent will
replace old class file with instrumented one.

CLASS PREPARE Link declared native methods with exported method counterparts,
via RegisterNatives from JNI.

FIELD ACCESS Prevent accesses to fields that aren’t allowed to given object.
FIELD MODIFICATION Keep track of modifications to propagate tags between field and object

based on user specification.
METHOD ENTRY Note that this is not real JVMTI event but native hook generated via

BCI, but behaves in similar way. The agent uses that to keep track
of data flow in the code. It is also used to prevent certain objects
from calling methods, they are not allowed to call. This is yet again
specified by the user via native API .

The JVM then enters the live phase. During the execution of Java application,
the JVM notifies the agent about interesting events happening in the running
Java program, which are handled by specific event handlers and basically all of
Glinior code is in reaction to registered JVMTI events or invocations of native
methods.

The process of instrumentation inserts specific code snippets at the beginning
and end of the method. Such code snippets will call native methods, which gives
control to the agent. The agent can then use JVMTI to intercept such method
call based on information it collected. It is not possible to blindly insert such
callbacks to every method of every class. There are multiple reasons behind this:

- During loading of the class, the method ClassLoader.findNative can be
called. This is again a method (and if it was instrumented it would result
in stack overflow).

- java.lang.Thread is a very low level class. If, for example the Shutdown
hook of a thread was supposed to call native code, it could happen after the
handle to library was already freed and would cause an internal exception
in the JVM.

The call to native method that represents a method entry is instrumented
before the first instruction of the method, except when the method is <init>
(a constructor). The instruction is then inserted right after the call to super()
(either implicit, or explicit).

It is useful to have a mechanism that will allow to turn the instrumented code
snippet on or off. It is also useful to have these events turned off until the JVM is
fully ready to process events. For that reason, java.lang.Object is instrumented
as well, but in a different way. The instrumentation only adds a static boolean
field with public visibility that will control, whether method entry and exit events
should be generated. Instrumented method entry will then call native method
only if this field is set to true.

Calling of native method requires specific naming convention of exported sym-
bol in the agent library (Java FullyQualifiedClass MangledMethodName ).
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Instrumenting arbitrary classes would require arbitrary symbols in the dynamic li-
brary, which is not possible. Luckily, the JNI tool provides the RegisterNatives
method, which can be used to link native methods with specific function in native
code. This can be used in following way:

// Java
package pkg.name;
class Program
{

private static native void foo(int i);
}

// C++ with conventional method name
JNIEXPORT void JNICALL
Java_pkg_name_Program_foo(JNIEnv*, jobject, jint /*i*/);

// C++ with arbitrary method name and call to RegisterNatives
JNIEXPORT void JNICALL
foo(JNIEnv*, jobject, jint /* i */);

void registering_fnc()
{

JNINativeMethod methods[] =
{

// method name, method signature, pointer to implementation
{ "foo", "(I)V", reinterpret_cast<void*>(&foo) }

};
jclass klass = jni->FindClass("pkg/name/Program");
jni->RegisterNatives(klass, methods, 1); // size of methods array

}

The BCI server is a standalone process, which is very resource heavy tool
in operating system. Spawning this process, letting it instrument a class and then
killing it would be very ineffective. It is also not possible to let it instrument all
the required classes, and then turn it off, because Java loads classes on demand,
when they really need to be used. The JVM can require to load a class at almost
any point during the execution of the application and for that reason, the BCI
server can’t be shut down earlier.

In order to allow the application to dynamically modify constraints on method
calls and field accesses, we developed a native API. This interface allows running
application to modify constraints by calling specific native methods, which are
handled by Glinior. The interface is further described in Section 5.3.
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3. Implementation — Agent
This chapter provides details on the main features and important details from
the implementation of Glinior. More detailed and specific information about
all classes and methods (such as method pre and post conditions) can be found
in documentation generated from source code.

The main namespace of implementation of Glinior is glinior. All symbols
mentioned in this chapter are part of this namespace, unless specified otherwise.

3.1 Startup Phase
Executing the java command with -agentpath=library =options argument,
causes the JVM to dynamically load a library at library location and call
exported Agent OnLoad method with specified options . The Glinior will con-
struct an arguments parser object from given options (possibly empty). Most
important method of arguments parser is create config() that creates an in-
ternal representation of options provided on command line — configuration
that is used to initialize a logger and agent. Initialization of agent causes
parsing of configuration file via config file parser. This class has yet again
create config method that will create internal representation of configuration
file — configuration file. configuration file and configuration are two
classes that provides facilities for querying for needed constants and user provided
arguments (such as path to BCI server jar file, port on which it should listen, list
of classes that should be instrumented, etc.). After processing the configuration,
the agent enables capabilities, registers events with JVMTI and enables them.

3.2 Agent Core
This is the main component of Glinior agent. Its main purpose is to serve
as bridge between the running Java application and JVMTI by providing method
wrappers around JVMTI and JNI functions, so that they can be used with ease.

3.2.1 Error Checking
Before explaining how various parts of the agent collaborate, a section about
error handling is fitting. Most JVMTI functions return error code, and actual
return value can be retrieved by passing a pointer, where the function will store
the value. Triggering the error in JNI function on the other hand causes an excep-
tion to be thrown on Java side. For this reason, there exist java error checker
class that provides the check method. This method accepts either a JVMTI
return value or callable function object (such as lambda). If the return value is
provided, it is checked and potentially an exception is thrown with return code
being converted to textual representation.

Handling JNI errors is more tricky. The check function will first execute
the callable and then asks JNI whether exception occurred. If positive, a stan-
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dard C++ exception is thrown instead. This check overload also has to forward
the return value back to the caller, but if there was no value to return, it must
not be even stored at first place. This requires two overloads with SFINAE1

resolution on return type of the JNI function.
The C++’s exception system does not provide information about location

in source code where the exception was thrown. Reconstructing the stack trace by
hand requires much effort, but at least some piece of information would be useful
for debugging purposes. For that reason, a preprocessor macro JAVA CHECK ERROR
is introduced. It calls the check method with unique location in source code where
macro was invoked. Here is the example showing the mechanism in action:

// manual checking
jint errorcode = jvmti->SetEventNotificationMode(mode, event, nullptr);
if (errorcode != JVMTI_ERROR_NONE)

throw java_error(__FILE__, __LINE__,
"Failed with error " + std::to_string(errorcode)

);

// automatic checking
JAVA_CHECK_ERROR(jvmti->SetEventNotificationMode(mode, event, nullptr));

The automated checking has other pros apart from cleaner look. It will throw
an exception with message not containing the error code, but the constant (such
as JVMTI ERROR ILLEGAL ARGUMENT, and not 103). It also doesn’t pollute the lo-
cal scope with errorcode identifier.

3.2.2 Event Handling
The agent has various methods that were registered with JVMTI as callbacks
for enabled events. The JVMTI framework requires specific method signature for
the callback as well as JVMTI types to be used as callback parameters. Primitive
types can be used directly as is, since JVMTI provides mapping between Java
and C++ fundamental types. Compound types (such as strings or arrays) have
to be converted first.

Most events require both JVMTI and JNI environment. The JVMTI envi-
ronment can be cached by the agent, but JNI can’t. Once event triggers and
callback is invoked, arguments are converted, current JNI environment is stored
and the execution is delegated to event processing. Here is a list of events, their
callback handlers and their processing functions:

JVMTI EVENT event callback handler agent method

VM_INIT vm_init_handler vm_init
VM_DEATH vm_death_handler vm_death
CLASS_FILE_LOAD_HOOK class_file_load_hook_handler class_file_load_hook
CLASS_PREPARE class_prepare_handler class_prepare
FIELD_ACCESS field_access_handler field_access
FIELD_MODIFICATION field_modification_handler field_modification
METHOD_ENTRY (via BCI) method_entry_handler method_entry

1Substitution failure is not an error is a C++ template meta-programming facility, which
in this case allows two overloads with the same signature, but different constraints on type
parameters.
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3.2.3 Java Bridge
There are multiple places throughout the agent that require interaction with
the JVM running the Java program, such as calling a method, accessing a field or
throwing an exception. Agent is also required to understand Java types specified
by user (for example for access control or tag propagation).

Most functions the agent provides are wrappers around standard JVMTI func-
tions used to find a method, retrieve name of the class or register field watch-point.
These methods usually require additional memory allocation and/or deallocation.
In order to abstract needed memory manipulation, function wrappers as agent’s
member functions are provided. These wrappers may silently use memory helpers
that will be introduced in Section 3.5.

JNI Type System

The jni type system class is a set of partially specialized classes on all Java
primitive types. This set of classes provides JNI signatures and names, which
are required for parsing user defined method signatures (see Section 3.4). It also
provides various function corresponding to such type, such as accessing a field of
this type, or calling a method with the same return type. This system is used
by the agent when accessing the Java application via JVMTI. This allows easier
interaction with JNI. See the following example:

// without helper classes, it is required to provide type name as part
// of the method name
jni->GetBooleanField(object, field);
jni->CallObjectMethod(object, method, arguments...);

// with the help from jni_type_system
jni_type_system<jboolean>::GetFieldValue(object, field);
jni_type_system<jobject>::CallMethod(object, method, arguments...);

This is very useful, because it allows the agent to provide single (templated)
wrapper, which de-duplicates the code.

3.3 BCI Server Bridge
Classes described in this section provide management and interaction with run-
ning BCI Server, which is a different Java process. The agent will start the BCI
Server process, which will listen on specific port. The communication between
the agent and BCI server is done via concrete protocol described below. This
protocol uses text messages of fixed size (of four bytes) to specify further com-
munication. The diagram of the protocol can be seen in following Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: BCI Protocol

3.3.1 BCI Server Proxy
The bci server class is used to manage the running process of BCI server
and the communication socket connected to the BCI Server. It provides API
to request the instrumentation of given class via the perform instrumentation
method. This method will pass the bytecode to the server via protocol specified
in Figure 3.1. Once the instrumentation is completed, the data are returned back
via return value of the method.
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3.3.2 Instrumentation Request
The instrumentation request is a class that specifies single instrumentation
request via the bci server class. The constructor of instrumentation request
requires the name of the class and also it’s bytecode in form of array. Calling
the request instrumentation method will pass the data to given bci server.

The name of the class being instrumented seems to be unimportant, but that
is not true, because instrumentation of java.lang.Object has to be handled
differently then generic instrumentation. This is handled via different message
in the protocol; INSO to instrument java.lang.Object and INSG to instrument
generic class.

3.4 Java Types and Methods Specification
The user has an opportunity to specify various Java types and methods in the con-
figuration file and via the native API. This is necessary for example to specify
which classes should be instrumented, which classes should have access to native
API or via which method communication between two classes should be disal-
lowed. To allow simpler specification, various wildcards can be used. This allows
the user to specify only the type and not care about the package or the opposite
— specify all classes from single package. It is even more powerful for specifying
methods, since all overloads of single method can be easily defined.

3.4.1 Java Type Signature
The java type signature class represents a single type in Java. The type can be
either primitive (such as long or boolean) or fully qualified with package name
(such as java.lang.String). Specification of the type can’t be constructed di-
rectly, but is meant to be constructed from a parser. There are two parsers
used throughout Glinior: jni type name parser and java type name parser.
These differ in what type signature format they expect. JNI types have the fol-
lowing specification [3]:

JNI type Corresponding Java type
Z boolean
B byte
C char
S short
I int
J long
F float
D double
Lfully/qualified/class ; fully.qualified.class
[type type[]

In any case, the parser will extract the package name (everything till last
package separator that is . or /), type name (rest of text since last pack-
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age separator) and counts the array dimension. These are used to construct
the java type signature. For primitive types, only type name is used and
the package name is empty.

It is also possible to specify wildcard (*) as part of package name or class
name, which will represent any number of occurrences of any character. This is
equivalent to .* in regular expressions.

Type signature class have type matches instance method that accepts a ref-
erence to other type and checks, whether other matches against pattern specified
in this. A type matches pattern if their both the package and the type of type
matches those specified by pattern. This is done via pattern matching that will
be described in Section 3.8.

3.4.2 Java Method Signature
The java method signature class is used to define a Java method. The method
consist of return type, method name and argument types. The same thing about
constructing types goes also for constructing methods — they are meant to be
constructed via same parsers as described above. The JNI method signature has
the following specification: (argument-types...)return-type (note that is is
not possible to specify the name of the method). The java type name parser
supposes the method signature to have the same format as standard Java method.

As for the types, it is also possible to specify wildcards (*) as part of method
name or as some of the arguments. Not specifying the arguments at all (by
omitting () part) means any number of any types of arguments.

One can query the method signature via the textttname matches instance
method, which checks whether this method signature’s name specifies a pattern
that will match given method name. This is as well as done via pattern matching.

It also has the type matches instance method, which accepts a reference
to other type and checks whether other matches against pattern specified by
current instance (pointed to by this). A method matches pattern if their name
matches, if they have the same number of arguments of types that matches, or
if pattern specifies method with any number of any types of arguments. And
finally, their return types must also match.

3.5 JVMTI Memory Management
Some of the JVMTI functions require the calling code to either allocate a memory,
which will be further managed by the JVMTI (i.e. memory for instrumented byte-
code) or will return a memory and expect the agent to explicitly free the memory
(for example when requesting any sort of collection, such as the stack trace). For
those reasons, Glinior provides few classes that allows automatic destruction of
resources or easier construction of arrays for JVMTI to use.

Arrays with Custom Allocation

The construction managed array class is used to store memory allocated by
the JVMTI as well as the size of the memory (i.e. number of elements of the ar-
ray). The agent provides make construction managed array function to ease
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the cumbersome constructor requirements of the array. The array demands al-
locating function (the agent will provide the JVMTI Allocate function) and
the size of the array. The array wrapper will then call function to allocate memory
and stores the pointer and the size. This array is used for returning instrumented
byte-code to the JVMTI.

Pointers with Automatic Destruction

The destruction managed ptr is more traditional class wrapper that serves
as unique owner of memory retrieved from the JVMTI. This memory is sup-
posed to be deallocated when no longer needed and the managing class will
do that upon destruction of itself. The agent also provides convenient method
make destruction managed ptr, which will pass the JVMTI Deallocate func-
tion to the managed pointer. This class is used when calling JVMTI functions
returning arrays, such as GetStackTrace.

References to Java Objects

Some parts of the Glinior need to store reference to Java object. This can’t
be done just by storing the jobject returned by JVMTI, because it is only
guaranteed to live for the duration of the JVMTI event. As soon as the JVMTI
event handler returns, the object reference is returned to the JVM, which might (if
needed) be freed by the garbage collecting process. The jni strong reference
class takes care of this.

This means that for caching (storing) the reference in Glinior, the agent
has to request JNI to create a strong reference from this object and, when it’s
no longer needed, to notify JNI to free this strong reference. The constructor
of jni strong reference accepts reference to any object and stores this refer-
ence. The jni strong reference class automatically notifies the JNI to free
the underlying reference in it’s destructor. Some of references might however live
throughout the whole execution of Java application and can even outlast the Java
application, because they are ‘global’ in the agent. The JVM will, upon its death,
remove even strong references and trying to notify the JNI to free them afterwards
would result in failure in the JVM. For this reason, the jni strong reference
class have an option to flagging via setting release to false, which will pre-
vent the release of reference upon the destruction. This however, shouldn’t apply
to cases when the reference is overridden.

3.6 Tags Management
The user has an opportunity to store tags with objects (via the reference).
The JVM (via JVMTI) supports the concept of tags associated with objects,
but only allows to store one value (jlong) with any object. The tag stored
in the object really is a part of the object itself and not the reference, which
means that assigning (passing, returning) the reference will preserve the tag of
such object. This is insufficient for common use cases, because one jlong can only
store 4–8 bytes of information. The agent interprets this jlong value as tag ID
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and creates a mapping from such ID to more robust data structure, which con-
tains a set of names-value pairs. The component taking care of this mechanism
is tags manager.

The create tag static function is used to generate unique tag IDs, which are
to be stored via JVMTI with specified object. The uniqueness is provided by
maintaining a counter, which is incremented on every call and returned.

The manager has a hash table from tag IDs to it’s internal structure of tags.
This internal structure (tags holder) provides the set of tag names and their
values and has functions to modify this collection, such as get tag and set tag
that can retrieve, resp. modify the tag value with specified name. By convention,
setting tag value to empty string ("") removes the tag completely.

The JVMTI only allows to attach tags to references, but it is necessary
to maintain similar concept with object fields. This is achieved by similar class
— field tags manager that is described in the following section.

3.6.1 Field Tags Management
The field tags manager class is a part of tags manager that is used to imple-
ment the concept of tags for object fields. Since JVMTI doesn’t support tags for
fields out of the box, we have to provide our own implementation of keeping track
of tags with fields. We also want to provide the user with the opportunity to define
what will happen, when object is assigned to a field, in terms of tags. This can
be further specified by a combination strategy through field tags combiner,
which will be described in the following section.

The component defines a field identifier, which is unique identification
of a field. The natural way to provide such identification is to remember field
name as well as the class it is defined in (it’s name). The field identifier
also stores field tags combiner, which can be unique for each field. Because
field identifier is used as key of hash-like container, two support classes have
to be provided. field hash functor that computes hash of fields, by combining
hash values of field name and class name; and field eq functor that checkes
whether two identifiers are the same, by comparing both their field names and
class names.

There is also a complication for field identifier being used as a key in col-
lection. In C++, key-vaule collections don’t allow modification of existing keys.
This is reasonable, because modifying key could modify it’s hash, which would
make the collection inconsistent. We want to allow the user to change the com-
bining strategy, by providing different field tags combiner. This is in contra-
diction with const keys. There are multiple ways of solving the problem, such
as re-inserting the element or moving the combiner from key to value, but we
can take advantage of the combiner not being part of nor hash neither equality
comparison, and flag it as mutable in class definition.

The manager class uses the same tags holder structure as tags manager
and provides the same methods for getting and setting values of tags. It also has
a field modification method that is called by the agent when field modifica-
tion event occurs. This method has to combine tags in field with tags in object
that is being assigned to the field. This is done by computing an union of tag
names in both field and object, iterating over this union, calling the combiner
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with the value of this tag in field and in object (if any) and updating values
based on the result of combination.

Field Tags Combination

The field tags combiner class in C++ stores a jni strong reference (see
Section 3.5) to object provided by user in Java. The combiner supposes the class
to be an instance of the following interface:

public interface FieldTagsCombiner
{

FieldTagsCombinerResult combine(String tagName,
String fieldValue,
String objValue);

}

And FieldTagsCombinerResult having the following layout:

public class FieldTagsCombinerResult
{

public FieldTagsCombinerResult(String new_field_tag,
String new_object_tag)

{
this.new_field_tag = new_field_tag;
this.new_object_tag = new_object_tag;

}

private String new_field_tag;
private String new_object_tag;

}

The combiner does the following:

- Calls provided FieldTagsCombiner’s combine method and stores reference
to FieldTagsCombinerResult.

- Retrieves values of FieldTagsCombinerResult’s fields new field tag and
new object tag.

- Based on those values, constructs a result structure, and returns it back
to field tags manager that will update the actual values of tags.

The semantics of fields in FieldTagsCombinerResult is the following. If
the value of field is null, the value of tag specified by the field is left intact.
Otherwise, the semantics are the same as if the value was set via set tag, thus
empty string ("") will remove the tag and other value will be used to replace old
value. Here is the example of simple combiner that doesn’t alter object tags, but
copies all tags not present in the field from object:
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public class ToFieldTagsCombiner implements FieldTagsCombiner
{

@Override
public FieldTagsCombinerResult combine(String tagName,

String fieldValue,
String objValue)

{
return new FieldTagsCombinerResult(

// field: if not present, copy from object
"".equals(fieldValue) ? objValue : fieldValue,

// object: don’t modify
null // don’t modify object tags

);
}

}

void foo()
{

set_tag(value, "tag_name", "5");
obj.field = value; // calls our combiner for all tags present.
// obj::field now has tag with name "tag_name" and value "5"

}

3.7 Access Control
access controller is a mechanism in Glinior that can answer a query whether
an access between two entities is allowed or not. Access restrictions can be defined
between objects (references) and classes (by names). The access can be restricted
to specific methods or fields. This makes four possible combinations of access
restrictions the access controller class has to take care of.

The component defines two inner classes for controlling accesses via fields or
methods: access control field and access control method. These classes
are used to remember the field, resp. method with type of access control (access
allowed, allowed once or restricted). These access controls are stored in a rules
set, which corresponds to all restrictions between two entities. The set is ordered
and the order depends on how generic the specification of the method is. This is
useful in the following scenario:

disallow_access(a, b, true, "*"); // don’t allow a to call any method of b
allow_access(a, b, true, "foo"); // but allow a to call any b.foo

disallow_access(a, b, true, "* foo(int)"); // except for b.foo(int)

Note that third argument (of type bool) specifies whether fourth argument defines
a method or a field.

The access controller class then maintains a mapping between pair of en-
tities with restricted access and rules set and uses the following algorithm to de-
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termine, whether access should be allowed or not:
Algorithm: Is access allowed

Input : source entity , target entity , mean of access
Output: true, if source entity can access target entity via mean of access ;

false otherwise.
1 rules set ← rules map[source entity, target entity ] ;
2 if rules set exists then
3 access control ← rules set.find first that match(mean of access ) ;

// First with respect to generousness of the control.
4 if access control allows access then
5 return true ;
6 end
7 else if access control allows access once then
8 rules set.remove(access control) ;
9 return true ;

10 end
11 else if access control disallows access then
12 return false ;
13 end
14 end
15 return true ; // Undefined access is allowed

3.8 Pattern Matching
Pattern matching mechanism is important, because it allows the user to specify
just a part of the text. This is useful for example for specification of all classes
from certain package (java.lang.*) or for methods with arbitrary name, but
specific signature. The pattern matcher class contains implementation of pat-
tern matching algorithm. This algorithm is used to test whether given string
matches specified pattern. The pattern may contain a special symbol — asterisk
(*) — to be used as wildcard. The semantics of wildcard is that it means any
number of occurrences of any character. Here is the table of few examples of valid
and invalid matches:

Pattern Matching text Not matching text

(empty) (empty) (non empty)
abc abc, (only this text matches) a, ab, abcde
a*c ac, abc, abcac abcb, bac, ca
*a* a, ba, ababa, (must contain a) c, (must not contain a)
a**c (same as a*c)

The algorithm used to implement this behaviour depends on the number of
wildcards in the given pattern.

If there are no wildcards present, the algorithm simply compares two strings
character by character.

If there is only one wildcard, we have to check that the pattern up to the wild-
card matches with the beginning of the text and pattern after wildcard matches
with the end of the text.

If there is more than one wildcard, it is not that simple to check for match.
This is because two wildcards may affect each other, and change whether the other
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one should or shouldn’t be greedy. This is solved via dynamic programming
approach, by constructing a table that tells whether the first n characters of
the pattern match the first m characters of the given text.

The pseudo-code for described algorithm is presented here:
Algorithm: Pattern matching

Input : String pattern , String text
Output: true if text matches pattern ; false otherwise

1 wildcard count ← pattern.count of(’*’) ;
2 if wildcard count == 0 then
3 return pattern == text ;
4 end
5 if wildcard count == 1 then
6 i ← pattern.position of(’*’) ;
7 if pattern.substring(0, i) != text.substring(0, i) then
8 return false ; // Beginning doesn’t match
9 end

10 if pattern.substring end(0, i) != text.substring end(0, i) then
11 return false ; // End doesn’t match
12 end
13 return true ; // Wildcard eats the rest
14 end

// wildcard count > 1 via dynamic programming

15 table ← bool[text.size + 1, pattern.size + 1] ;
/* table[i, j] is true, if text up to i-th character is matched by

pattern up to j-th character. */

16 table[0, 0] ← true ; // Empty pattern matches empty text

17 for j ← 0 to pattern.size do
18 if pattern [j] == ’*’ then

// Empty text is matched by any number of wildcards
19 table[0, j + 1] ← table[0, j] ;
20 end
21 end
22 for i ← 0 to text.size do
23 for j ← 0 to pattern.size do
24 if pattern [j] == ’*’ then

// Wildcard matches nothing or previous character
25 table[i + 1, j + 1] ← table[i + 1, j] || table[i, j + 1] ;
26 end
27 else if pattern [j] == text [i] then

// Extending match
28 table[i + 1, j + 1] ← table[i, j] ;
29 end
30 end
31 end
32 return table[pattern.size, text.size] ;

3.9 Supplements to the STL
C++’s STL (Standard Template Library) resides in namespace std. It contains
various facilities ranging from containers to algorithms. There are however some
mechanisms that are not present, but are very likely to be added in future (such
as filesystem support, networking support and others). The nonstd namespaces
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provides some of these facilities that are crucial for correct behaviour of Glinior.
Most of these mechanisms are platform dependent. The file platform.hpp

uses C++’s preprocessor to detect the operating system and provide uniform
macro, to distinguish between different operating systems. It defines one of
the following macros, but never both:

Macro name Platform Underlying macro

PLATFORM_WIN Windows _WIN32
PLATFORM_UNIX Unix __unix__
No macro exported Others Stops compilation

The compilation is stopped (or more precisely, rendered to fail), when platform
is unrecognized via static assert that always fails. This also provides nice error
message.

The nonstd namespace provides the following features:

Feature Based on Note

equal std::equal C++14 overload
get_cwd std::fs::current_path C++ filesystem TS2 overload
hash_multiple boost::hash_combine Combination of hash values from Boost.
hash std::hash Extension for std::pair and std::tuple
String operations Split, trim, implode

The management of BCI server requires support for processes (to handle pro-
cess creation and destruction) and network I/O (to transfer data between agent
and BCI server). These two components are described in the following two sec-
tions.

3.9.1 Process Wrapper
The process class serves as a single process management. It requires the name
of the executable name or a path, and arguments to be passed to the constructor.
It also provides the start method that will start the process via OS API. If
executable name is provided, the path environment variable is searched. It uses
CreateProcess on Windows and fork, exec on Unix systems.

It also provides the join method that will wait for the running process to finish
the execution; and also has the stop method that forcefully kills the process
via TerminateProcess on Windows or sending SIGKILL on Unix. The running
process is also stopped if the process instance is destroyed.

3.9.2 Connection Wrapper
A client side of network connection is maintained by the connection class. It
expects IP address or hostname (which is resolved via local DNS) and port and
issues a connection to such server via call to connect. In order to properly

2Technical Specification — Experimental extensions for future standardization.
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disconnect from the server, a call to disconnect is expected. This also happens
upon destruction, if the connection still persists.

The connection class provides various methods to send and receive data. It
is capable of exchanging raw data (as bytes) via send data and recv data with
given length. Exchanging text messages (send message, recv message) which
doesn’t do any conversion between encodings (so it’s equivalent to exchanging
raw data, but the overload is convenient, because it can retrieve length from
the message). And finally, it supports exchange of 4 byte integers (send int32,
recv int32) where proper byte order conversion happens.

All methods of this class are synchronous. connect waits for the server to ac-
cept the connection, recv methods blocks until data are received. If the request
is not resolved in TIMEOUT millisecond (5000 by default), an exception is thrown.
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4. Implementation — BCI Server
The BCI Server uses the ASM library to implement the byte-code instrumen-
tation. The main Java class of the BCI server instantiates BCIServer with
given address (interface) and port. Since the process is started programmati-
cally from the agent, there is no need for excessive input checks. The BCIServer
class is wrapper over ServerSocket and Socket, which calls accept on socket
and waits for messages from the agent. Once the message arrives, and is de-
coded, the BCIServer converts this message to BCIServerRequest, which dele-
gates the instrumentation to InstrumentationEngine. This adaptor uses ASM’s
ClassVisitor to handle the instrumentation request. There are two types of such
visitors used throughout the BCI server: the AddFieldJVMTIHooksEnabled visi-
tor and the AddJVMTIMethodHooks visitor, which are described in the following
two sections.

4.1 Adding ‘JVMTI Hooks Enabled’ Field
The AddFieldJVMTIHooksEnabled class is used when processing bytecode of the
java.lang.Object class. This visitor just adds additional field, with the follow-
ing signature:
public static boolean __JVMTIHooksEnabled__ = false;

This is added to allow the agent to globally enable method entry and exit
events only after the JVM is fully loaded and capable of calling native methods.
It is done by setting this field value to true.

4.2 Adding Method Hooks
AddJVMTIMethodHooks is a class in form of visitor design pattern. It is invoked
when instrumenting bytecode for any class, except java.lang.Object. It will
define two additional methods
private static native void __MethodEntryHook__();
private static native void __MethodExitHook__(java.lang.Object retValue);

and delegates adding method entry and exit events to two additional visitors:
AddMethodEntryHook and AddMethodExitHook. These two classes are described
in the following two sections.

4.2.1 Adding Method Entry Event
AddMethodEntryHook is another class derived from ClassVisitor, which inserts
the following snippet at the beginning of the method (including constructors and
static constructors; after the call to parent’s constructor).
if (java.lang.Object.__JVMTIHooksEnabled__)

__MethodEntryHook__();

This allows instrumented methods to give control to the Glinior, which can
check the access control.
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4.2.2 Adding Method Exit Event
The AddMethodExitHook visitor replaces every return expr; statement with
this piece of code (including constructors and static constructors, and implicit
returns at ends of void methods).

TypeDeducedFromExpr __variable__ = expr;
if (java.lang.Object.__JVMTIHooksEnabled__)

__MethodExitHook__(__variable__);
return __variable__; // this was here

Since we are manipulating with bytecode and not source code, there is no need
for introducing new variable. The stack before return statement contains return
value on the top of the stack. We can simply duplicate the top of the stack, and
invoke the method. Duplicating the top of the stack has to be done with care, be-
cause doubles and longs occupies two slots. The JVM, apart from standard DUP
instruction, which duplicates topmost value of the stack ([a, b, . . .]→ [a, a, b, . . .]),
also has DUP2 instruction that duplicates topmost two values ([a, b, c, . . .] →
[a, b, a, b, c, . . .]). This instruction is used to duplicate doubles and longs.

The issue with manipulating directly with bytecode is that there is no auto-
boxing happening and we need an explicit call to Type.valueOf (for example
Float.valueOf) to box the value to reference type.

When ASM finishes instrumenting the class, it’s bytecode is sent via Socket
back to the agent, to be passed back to the JVM running the target program.
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5. User Manual
In this chapter, we provide all the information needed to compile, execute and
run Glinior with Java applications. Supported platforms are 64-bit versions of
Windows and Linux. Glinior was tested on Windows 7, Debian 8.10 (jessie)
and Gentoo (2.4.1). See Attachment A.2 on how the project is organized on disk.

5.1 Compilation
Glinior is two component application. It consists of a native shared (dynamic)
library written in C++11 and application written in Java 8. The native appli-
cation uses the Catch2 1 library for defining and executing unit tests. Now we
describe how to compile Glinior on both supported platforms.

5.1.1 Windows
A Microsoft Visual Studio is recommended with minimum version of 2015 (though
the version of 2013 may work too, but we did not test it). In order to build
the project, one has to open the Developer Command Prompt for VS201X and
run this sequence of commands:
cd path_to_glinior
msbuild glinior.vcxproj ˆ

/p:Configuration:Release /p:Platform:x64

For compiling the unit tests, either do not specify the vcxproj file, or run
this additional command:
msbuild glinior-tests/glinior-tests.vcxproj ˆ

/p:Configuration:Release /p:Platform:x64

Note that the caret (ˆ ) character allows the command to continue on the next
line.

5.1.2 Linux
Standard build tools are required (provided by the package build-essential on De-
bian), namely g++ and make. To build the project, navigate to the glinior
directory and invoke make.

To build unit tests, either invoke make from the glinior-tests folder, or
make tests within glinior directory.

The BCI Server uses the Maven2 project management tool, which is supported
on both Windows and Linux and thus the instructions to build the server are
the same. We also provide Makefile that delegates the building task to Maven.
To invoke Maven directly, simply navigate to the bci-server folder (which con-
tains pom.xml inside) and invoke mvn clean package.

All of examples also uses Maven, so then building can be done in the same
way.

1https://github.com/catchorg/Catch2
2https://maven.apache.org/
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5.2 Execution
After the building of the agent and the BCI server is finished, Glinior can be
used. To do so, it is necessary to have a Java application prepared to run with
Glinior. We will demonstrate it on the hello-world example from examples.
Normally, one would run the Java application via this command:

java -jar hello-world.jar [args]

In order to attach the agent, it is necessary to use the -agentpath argument
to the java command, like so:

java -agentpath:path-to-agent =options -jar hello-world.jar [args]

where path-to-agent is a dynamic library (Windows .dll) or shared object
(Linux .so) that was the product of compilation.

Additional options specify the use of the agent. They are in the form of
key=value pairs separated by comma (,) and are presented in the following
table. Note that some of them are mandatory.

key value default value

jar path to BCI server’s jar file mandatory
conf path to configuration file (see below) glinior.conf
addr interface on which BCI server will listen 127.0.0.1
port port on which BCI server will listen 11548
logfile path to the folder, where logs will be stored standard error is used

loglevel
logging level to be used, can be one of defaults to PRODUCTION
NONE, DEBUG, INFO, WARN, ERROR, PRODUCTION, ALL

The configuration file contains information that would be too cumbersome
to specify via command line. It contains specification of what classes should have
access to native methods and what classes should be instrumented for access con-
trol. The layout of the file consist of sections with each line within a section is
considered as a value. To begin a section, use it’s name within braces on a single
line (such as {SectionName}). The section ends with the beginning of another
section or with the end of a file. There are two sections available: Natives and
Instrument and both have the same type of values. No other sections in config-
uration file are permitted.

A value is supposed to be a fully qualified class name. This class name can con-
tain wildcard characters (implementation details are given in Section 3.8). This
wildcard character (*) represents any number of occurrences of any character.

The configuration file also supports single line comments, introduced via
the hash character (#). Everything from this character to the end of line is
ignored.

Here is the example of a configuration file with explanations in comments:

{Natives} # List of classes that have access to˜native methods
my.package.* # All classes from package my.package can access Native API.

{Instrument} # List of classes that can be under effect of access control
*.Socket # Socket class from any package.
*.*Hash* # Any class that contains Hash in˜it’s name.
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During the development of Glinior, we encountered a strange bug in JVMTI.
There is the GetLocalInstance method that will, when called from the agent,
return this reference from Java (from the current context). This method doesn’t
work properly, when the application is compiled with the option -g:vars. Thus
the Java application used with the agent has to be compiled without such debug-
ging information.

5.3 Native API
Classes specified in the configuration file can access Native API in the form of na-
tive methods. These methods allow their defining class to interact with the agent.
Any class that is specified in the {Natives} section of the configuration file can
declare and call one of the following methods:

Name set field tags strategy
Arguments String className, name of the class defining a field.

String fieldName, name of the field in given class.
Object combiner, reference to FieldTagsCombiner, see Section 3.6.1.

Returns void
Declaration native void set field tags strategy

(String className, String fieldName, Object combiner)
Description This method is used to register a given field to have semantics of tags.

This means, that assigning a value to given field have special semantics,
based on the value of combiner. The field is specified by className and
fieldName. The combiner is an object that will handle the semantics of
combining tags. Later assignment of a value to this field invokes combine
method on all tags present in both the field and assigned object. If
combiner is null, the field is unregistered (but preserves existing tags).

Name set tag
Arguments Object object, reference to object to set tag on.

String tagName, name of the tag.
String tagValue, value of the tag.

Returns void
Declaration native void set tag

(Object obj, String name, String value)
Description Sets the value of tag tagName to the value tagValue for given object.

Name get tag
Arguments Object object, reference to object to retrieve tag from.

String tagName, name of the tag.
Returns String, the value of the tag with given name.

Declaration native String get tag
(Object obj, String name)

Description Retrieves the value of tag tagName from given object. If the tag is not
present, returns an empty string ("").
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Name get all tags
Arguments Object object, reference to object to retrieve tags from.

String tagName, name of the tag.
Returns Object[], array of tag values.

Declaration native Object[] get all tags
(Object obj, String name)

Description Retrieves all tag values of given name associated with specified object.
This behaves differently for different types of objects. First of all, it will
call get tag(object, tagName) and if the tag exists, it will add it to
the resulting array. If the object is an array, it will iterate over that ar-
ray, call get tag(arr[i], tagName) and if the tag exist, it will add it to
the resulting array. Otherwise, if the object implements Iterable inter-
face, it will uses that interface to iterate over the collection and similarly
call get tag on every object and merge tag values to the resulting array.
This resulting array is then returned. The need for Object[] as return
type instead of String[] is limitation of used technologies, but thanks
to covariance for array types, it can be directly assigned to string array.

Name disallow access
Arguments Object source, source of access control (caller).

Object target, target of access control (callee).
boolean asMethod, if true, accessMean specifies a method, otherwise
field.
String accessMean, name of the field, or signature of method.

Returns void
Declaration native void disallow access

(Object src, Object target, boolean asMethod, String name)
Description Disallows object source to access object target via method or field with

name accessMean.
For fields, this has to be exact name of the field.
For methods, it can be one of following:

- name, method with such name (any return type, any argument types).
- retType name, method with given name and return type (any argu-

ment types).
- retType name(ArgTypes...), method with given name and return

type and arguments.
- retType(ArgTypes...), method with given return type and argu-

ments (as if method name was *).
Where types and name can use wildcard.

Name allow access
Arguments Object source, source of access control (caller).

Object target, target of access control (callee).
boolean asMethod, if true, accessMean specifies a method, otherwise
field.
String accessMean, name of the field, or signature of method.

Returns void
Declaration native void allow access

(Object src, Object target, boolean asMethod, String name)
Description Disallows object source to access object target via method or field

with name accessMean. The semantics of accessMean is same as for
disallow access.
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Name allow access once
Arguments Object source, source of access control (caller).

Object target, target of access control (callee).
boolean asMethod, if true, accessMean specifies a method, otherwise
field.
String accessMean, name of the field, or signature of method.

Returns void
Declaration native void allow access once

(Object src, Object target, boolean asMethod, String name)
Description Allows object source to access object target via method or field with

name accessMean. Once the object accesses the target via this rule,
the rule will be deleted (thus if further disallowance is expected, it is
mandatory to call disallow access too). The semantics of accessMean
is same as for disallow access.

Name disallow access total
Arguments String sourceClass, source of access control (caller).

String targetClass, target of access control (callee).
boolean asMethod, if true, accessMean specifies a method, otherwise
field.
String accessMean, name of the field, or signature of method.

Returns void
Declaration native void disallow access total

(String src, String target, boolean asMethod, String name)
Description Disallows all instances of class sourceClass to access any instance of

class targetClass via method or field with name accessMean. The se-
mantics of accessMean is same as for disallow access.

Name allow access total
Arguments String sourceClass, source of access control (caller).

String targetClass, target of access control (callee).
boolean asMethod, if true, accessMean specifies a method, otherwise
field.
String accessMean, name of the field, or signature of method.

Returns void
Declaration native void allow access total

(String src, String target, boolean asMethod, String name)
Description Allows all instances of class sourceClass to access any instance of class

targetClass via method or field with name accessMean. The semantics
of accessMean is same as for disallow access.

Unit testing The agent uses the Catch2 library for unit testing. We used
this library to define test cases to test parsing, pattern matching, access control,
field tags propagation and others important parts of Glinior. Unit tests can be
compiled as described in Section 5.1. In order to run unit tests, one has to execute
the produced binary (glinior-tests). The library defines various command line
options which can be seen by passing the --help argument to the executable.
Without any arguments all found unit tests are run and the result is reported to
standard output.
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Debugging When debugging Glinior, it is required to attach the debugger
to Java process (while having Glinior’s debug symbols). The debugger that
is shipped with Visual Studio is by default configured to trigger breakpoint and
pause the execution when Win32 exception is encountered (such as access vi-
olation). This exception occurs in the JNI code and is later handled by JNI,
but the debugger could halt the execution. It is useful to turn off this feature
in the debugger.
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Conclusion
The Glinior tool allows its user to specify contracts between components in Java
application and then takes care of fulfilling the defined contracts. In Chapter 2,
we took a look at different approaches for achieving stated goals and presented
overall approach and selected architecture. Then follow two technical chapters
that cover the implementation of the tool and solutions to tricky parts of the tool.
Chapter 5 explained how to compile, run and use Glinior.

The tool is fully functional and running! We fulfilled all the goals we set
in introduction. There are, however, few parts of the project that would deserve
additional work.

As was mentioned in Chapter 2, we discovered native library in C++ for instru-
menting Java bytecode named JNIF. Using this library would eliminate the need
for running the BCI server and the communication between server and the agent,
which would speed up the instrumentation.

Another feature that could be implemented would be to enable specifying access
control with user defined function to check whether access should be allowed or
not. This would remove the need for changing access restrictions when contracts
(tags) change and would allow this kind of use:

class RestroomAccessAllower implements AccessAllower
{

public bool isAllowed(Object source, Object target)
{

String sourceSex = get_tag(source, "sex");
String roomSex = get_tag(target, "sex");

// don’t allow person to walk into restrooms
// for opposite genders.
return sourceSex.equals(roomSex);

}
}

class Person
{

void setup()
{

for (Restroom r : getAllRestrooms())
disallow_access(this, r, new RestroomAccessAllower());

}

void simulate()
{

getNearestRestroom().use(); // could fail
}

}

A different approach to bytecode instrumentation is also possible. Instead of
instrumenting the beginning and the end of each method, it would be possible
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to instrument method calls on the caller’s side. This would remove the need
for retrieving stack trace to find out caller’s and callee’s this object as well
as method names, because they would be compile time constants at the point of
instrumentation. This would however fail to retrieve correct implementation for
virtual calls, which would have to be resolved later.

It would be also useful to allow checking of constraints based on method argu-
ments. Consider the following scenario

class User
{

int myId;
static Group getUserGroup(int userId) { /* ... */ }

void foo()
{

getUserGroup(myId);
}

}

// same concept as explained above
class GroupAccessAllower implements AccessAllower
{

// don’t allow users to find out groups of other users
public bool isAllowed(Object source, Object target)
{

if (getMethodName().equals("getUserGroup"))
{

int userId = ((User) source).myId;
int requestedId = (int) getMethodParam(0);
return userId == requestedId;

}
return true;

}
}

void setupAccess()
{

disallow_access("User", "User", new GroupAccessAllower())
}

This would allow to restrict accesses based on method arguments. In the ex-
ample above, it would only allow users to find out what is their group, but
not group of anyone else. When trying to call getUserGroup with id, that
doesn’t match user’s myId, the GroupAccessAllower would return false, which
is the signal for Glinior to throw an exception.

Application of Glinior to real-world software systems (i.e., evaluation of our
tool) will be performed in the next year within the scope of the project Trust4.0.
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A. Attachments
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A.1 JVMTI Events × Byte-Code Instrumenta-
tion — Performance

This experiment tries to measure the impact on performance of using JVMTI
events for MethodEntry and MethodExit as opposed to bytecode instrumentation.

A.1.1 Agents Architectures
The experiment uses four different agents (libraries) written in C++. The struc-
ture of all agents is very similar.

When the agent is loaded, it performs needed initialization of itself and reg-
isters handlers to important events generated by the JVM.

Agent jvmti none

This is the core of all agents. The only thing it does is that it measures the du-
ration of “initialization of JVM” (duration between attachment of the Agent and
ClassPrepare event for class containing the main method) and the duration of
the execution of the program (duration between ClassPrepare event for class
containing the main method and VMDeath event).

Agent jvmti events

Agent jvmti events also registers both the MethodEntry and the MethodExit
events (after the main class is prepared) and counts how many such events hap-
pened.

Agent jvmti bci

Instead of registering MethodEntry and MethodExit events directly, this agent
uses BCI to generate these events. See Section 4.2 for detailed information about
the implementation. This agent requests instrumentation only for classes, which
are specific to the benchmark (for example, it doesn’t perform instrumentation
of any class from the Java class library).

Agent jvmti bci all

This agent is the same as the jvmti bci agent, but it instruments all classes
loaded in the Java.

Agent jvmti bci info

This agent is exactly the same as the jvmti_bci agent, but the event handlers
for __MethodEntry__ event and __MethodExit__ event also asks the JVMTI for
the representation of currently executing method (retrieved via stack trace). This
comparison is done because the JVMTI events supply this information by default,
and it isn’t cheap operation, as it will be seen later.
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Agent jvmti bci info all

Agent jvmti bci info all is the same agent as jvmti bci info but instruments
all classes loaded in the Java.

A.1.2 Benchmarks
In order to test the difference between these agents, following benchmarks were
prepared:

VirtualCalls

This is a simple class that specifies Base interface with int method() method and
provides 10 different implementations. Once the execution starts, pool of size of
100 is populated with random implementations of Base. Then a implementation
is selected at random and the method is invoked. This is repeated million times
(106). Then the pool is reseeded and the process repeats, 10 times.

Zip

The Zip benchmark is a simple application that extracts the content of file com-
pressed via zip and then repacks it back. It uses the ZeroTurnaround ZIP li-
brary1. The archive used for testing is the source code of my bachelor thesis of
about 20MiB in size.

MatrixMultiplication

This benchmark uses the EJML library2 to multiply two 256 × 256 matrices of
random double values and computes sum of all elements of the result. Even
though the matrices are quite small, performing jvmti_bci_info takes very long
time (minutes, as opposed to milliseconds without any agent), so they are not
performed. Analysis of jvmti_bci_info* is thus dependant only on previous two
benchmarks.

All benchmarks were run with all agents (sequentially) and this was re-
peated multiple times to minimize random noise during the measurements.

The experiment was conducted on my laptop (Windows 7, Intel Core i7–5500U
CPU @ 2.4GHz, 8GB RAM) with no additional programs running.

1https://github.com/zeroturnaround/zt-zip
2http://ejml.org/wiki/index.php
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Results

Above is the graph showing startup times of each agent. It proves that config-
uration of events doesn’t add to the startup time. Instrumenting classes however
does, as is seen for jvmti_bci* agents, and the more classes are instrumented,
the longer it takes.

This graph shows total execution time for each agent. This gives us an idea
of how expensive MethodEntry and MethodExit events are and how expensive is
it to ask JVMTI for call stack to retrieve internal representation of method that
is being currently executed.
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Another interesting question would be how fast are events processed by dif-
ferent agents during the execution. This answer to this can be seen on the graph
above. Zip benchmark has significantly lower ratio, because it does a lot of I/O
operations. This is also reasoning behind the difference of ratios between BCI and
BCI All.

A.1.3 Reasoning
One of the possible culprits that comes to mind when dealing with performance
fluctuations in Java is JIT. The JVM can be configured to output information
about method being JIT compiled3. This is part of the output from jvmti_bci
for VirtualCalls benchmark compiled with specified configuration.
...
1199 67 n 0 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl3::__MethodEntryHook__ (native) (static)
1199 68 n 0 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl3::__MethodExitHook__ (native) (static)
1202 69 n 0 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl1::__MethodEntryHook__ (native) (static)
1202 70 n 0 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl1::__MethodExitHook__ (native) (static)
...
1256 100 4 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl3::method (24 bytes)
1257 71 3 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl3::method (24 bytes) made not entrant
1260 101 4 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl0::method (24 bytes)
1261 80 3 cz.cuni.mff.d3s.benchmarks.VirtualCalls$Impl0::method (24 bytes) made not entrant
...

The output of jvmti_bci_info is pretty much the same, but agent bci_events
is not even attempting to JIT compile anything, which means that the program
is being interpreted for the whole time, which is the reasoning behind such lower
performance.

It is still unknown why methods provided by JVMTI takes that long to exe-
cute, but one possible (partial) solution to that would be to let the instrumenta-
tion pass reasonable arguments via the hook (name, class, parameters, modifiers)
directly, because at the point of instrumentation, they are compile time constants.
This approach is not tested.

3-XX:+PrintCompilation
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A.2 Project Layout
Glinior (root directory)

bci-server (BCI Server, see Chapter 4)
lib/ (external libraries for the server --- ASM)
src/ (source code of the server)
Makefile (for building on Linux with make)
pom.xml (maven project file)

examples (examples of uses of Glinior)
simple-access/ (demonstrates the use of access control)
simple-field-tags/ (demonstrates the use of field tags)
simple-tags/ (demonstrates the use of standard tags)
Makefile (for building on Linux with make)
run-example.bat (running the example on Windows)
run-example.sh (running the example on Linux)

glinior/ (agent, see Chapter 3)
glinior-tests/ (unit tests)

lib/ (external libraries for unit testing --- Catch2)
src/ (source code of unit tests)
Makefile (for building on Linux with make)
glinior.vcxproj (building on Windows with MSVC)

docs/ (documentation generated from source code)
src/ (source code of the agent)
Doxyfile (for generating HTML documentation via Doxygen)
Makefile (for building on Linux with make)
glinior.sln (MSVC solution with agent and tests)
glinior.vcxproj (for building on Windows with MSVC)

Makefile (for building on Linux with make)
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